
 

 

No Account features 

- Listen to the Songlist , The  Samplemaps (Nature, Animals, Others),  Accent Maps , Radio  

Free account features 

 

  - Save your Music and Soundboards under  4 folders 

 -Simple editor to cut and hashtag the samples     

  -Hashtag game  

 -All Maps, ( Samples , Accents , Nature sounds,  Animals, Radio ) 

  -Listen to the MusicTree  

 - Only 4 modes of data vizualization – Flower Dots and Tree , Images and Maps   

 

 - Artist relation tree 

    -1st Collabs -Gender -Trend Setters  

-  Search by Favorite Song folder`s of another   

 - Export Favorite Soundboards to your Cellphone keyboard (partnership)  

  

 - Create a Kids Memory Music Game to learn your saved Soundboards with hints on how to 

use them! 

  

 -Gaining Karma by:  

  -uploading a song or cutting a sample 

  - telling the saucy part of a song 

  -by uploading funny accents 



 

- 

 - The program learns by your Laughs and Reactions and by the Amount of Samples you save 

divided by the amount you listen so it never overwhelms you with info, If you`re hearing samples and 

not having fun or saving anything it starts teleporting you to high value playlists and relaxing videos 

related with your content  

 

 -Label songs by the amount of times dropped, the amount of times people went 

back to a specific part of a song and saved it (Most Saucy) , How inspiring they Are(people 

start singing them), (how funny they are- people laughed when they listened tot he track ) , 

by the amount of Loves and Special (double love- click love on the playlist again) 

 

  

 

 

 

Premium Account Features - “You gotta pay Pro to 

Run with Scissors if you know..” 
- Voice commands to favorite or skip music without using the mouse 

 

- Save Your music In many folders with voice commands 

 

- Have a Symbol tool for Vernes Diagram to organize maps into what you want (Ex> in 

Animal sounds, intersect birds and Amazonian jungle) 

 

-With scroll wheel up and down (when hovering the specific dot, {the mouse scroll is 

normally used for common zoom outside of the dots}), travel between many Soundboard 

realms related with that specific sound you`re scrolling (If youre hearing a bird in animal 

sounds`s map, the next board is the sound of the bird (sample variation2)in the city, the 

next is an artist that saved  it in his memory tree, the next is a person that save dit in a different 

soundboard that relates to you etc) 

 

- Create your Own(s) Shuffle button(s) according to the Search of songs by the amount of 

times dropped, the amount of times people went back to a specific part of a song and 

saved it (Most Saucy) , How inspiring they Are(people start singing them), (how funny they 



are- people laughed when they listened tot he track ) , by the amount of Loves and Special 

(double love- click love on the playlist again), also the most viewed, the most related with 

more samples or songs,the most related with favorite maps of yours or songs. 

-  

 

- Lots of Data Vizualization (Flower Dots and Tree , Images , Maps , inverted piramidal ) 

 

Have access to Audio Research maps: 

 

  -Similarphonic Transition Sound map (It organizes similar sounds in a rainbow and if possible 

a software is build that is sensible with the tempo and transitions the samples with good fade ins.) 

–Language fusion (Ex: Japanese Portuguese English : Domo Obrigado Gozei Much)   

-Asshole Hussle Lesson (broken phone String tracks/tree) 

-cliche sentences modified (How bitch to met you?) (Dutch/English) 

-Rap Entonation and pauses Mapping Research 

-Singing Entonation and pauses Mapping Research 

- 

 

- Search songs by the amount of times dropped, the amount of times people went back to a 

specific part of a song and saved it (Most Saucy) , How inspiring they Are(people start singing 

them), (how funny they are- people laughed when they listened tot he track ) , by the 

amount of Loves and Special (double love- click love on the playlist again), also the most 

viewed, the most related with more samples or songs,the most related with favorite maps of 

yours or songs. 

 

-See the Songs containing a specific sample and do realm jump between soundboards and songs.  

 

- When you have listened to 85% of the songs of an artist, you can possess his skin to gain 

different search engine based on the favorites of the artist and interelated people like 

you were the artist browsing. 

 

- Search by The HIstory Tree of a Golden Age genius Discovering lots of songs when your 

music was loved (The Golden genius have a period of their daily search history tree 

where they favorited a high number of songs per songs viewed) 

 -Learning your BlueThiefPrint - Your non responsive clicks and inputs are separated by color and 

grouped by time with similar users, we see the specifics and hint with a texst box first,  if the problem 

persists theres a personal design change to suit the temperament of the person.If you are 

progressing(or not at all) It shows a graph of the time you will spend if making the same mistake/or 



the time you`ll save and a graph og potential health dangers related to excessive clicking and use of 

the program. Have popup buttons with your learned automation clicks by the PC. 

- Have a track viewer with symbols for instrumental, (rap/voice)templates , with instrumental,  

- Superusers and low users with superuser mindset have the chance of telling or voting what 

features they would like best for us to addon. 

 

- Downloadable everything click button on sellected folders 

 

- Option to merge folders and to move parts of a folder according to the categories to create 

another saved playfolder 

 

 

- Access the rap template tree and the singing template tree- it breaks down rap songs into 

their templates () 

 

Premium Master Features 

 

                  - Fuse one or more artist with your tastes so you create a Super Search 

Persona. 

  - Get acess to Modular Music`Scool – Break down Ex “Classical” music into 

modules that can be put together or fused into different ones. It allows you to learn music from 

your favorite Songs and related songs  and for you to compose with a simplified editor to learn 

music composition 

 

For the Future 

- Make Instrumental voice removing software 

- Make software to glue rap templates or instrumentals in different orders 

- Learning by mistake and offering a new design layout . Machine Learning 

- Make software to generate continuous different parts of the lighter falling rythm with 

related water sounds.EX 

- Checking your accents to see where they are from with some fluff about the specific caracter 

so you know something about yourself 

- Have Different visuals(ex, pull down an airpolane to simulate 0G and put a 920 speaker with 

non newtonian fluids on it and 360 cameras so it can be used for big data vizualization of 

songs!) 

- Have houdini Specs about numerous numbers of Counters. 



- 





 

 

 

 


